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eagerly

• If you are waiting eagerly for something, you are excited or anxious for it to happen.

• Which would you be waiting for more eagerly, a trip to the beach or a trip to the dentist? Explain.
If you transferred something, you moved it from one place to another.

How would you feel if someone transferred all your belongings from your bedroom to the backyard?
contented

- If you are *contented*, you are happy with the way things are.

- Why might someone feel *contented* after a good meal?
collaborate

• If you are going to work with others on a project, you are planning to collaborate.

• For which activity would you be more likely to need someone to collaborate, completing a large jigsaw puzzle or tying your shoes? Why?
fondness

• If you like something very much, you have a **fondness** for it.

• Why would a zoo-keeper probably have a **fondness** for animals?
emotion

- An *emotion* is a feeling such as happiness.

- What *emotion* would you feel if you spent a whole day having fun at the playground?
• Something that is very silly is *ridiculous*.

• What would you do if you saw a friend doing something *ridiculous*?
disgraceful

• If something is disgraceful, it is shocking and not acceptable.

• If your bedroom was in disgraceful shape, what might it look like?
Someone who is *decent* is good and fair.

If your coach said that you are a *decent* soccer player, would you be pleased? Why or why not?
inherit

- When you *inherit* something, you have been given something by someone who used to own it.

- What would you do if you *inherited* a lot of money?